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INTRODUCTION 
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The Owen claim is 1ocated’~in southeastern British Coimb&, Canada, 
approximately 30 kilometres southwest of the city of Cranbrook. This twenty 
unit claim block lies within the Moyie Range of the Purcell mountains at an 
elevation range of 1300 to 1750 metres. The vegetation consists 
predominantly of moderately dense growth lodgpole pine and lesser balsam 
fir, with limited aspen and birch within the main drainage and tributaries. 
Topographical relief is moderate, punctuated by narrow steep flanked gullies 
which are a product of extensional fault movement. 
Access to the claims is south from Cranbrook along highway 3/95 for 
eighteen kilometres to the Green Bay secondary road junction. This road is 
travelled one kilometre to the Monroe Lake junction and continued southwest 
approximately nine kilometres to the Little Lamb Creek junction. The legal 
comer post is approximately four kilometres horn this junction two hundred 
metres above the west side of Little Lamb creek. Road access is restricted to 
the months of May through to October owing to persistent snowfall during 
the winter months. 

H~~itirjt~~,~:~,~~~~~~~.,~,~~::~~~~~~~’,~il::~’~~~~~~~:~~~~:~~~~:~~~;,~~~~Il1~~:i:i--“i,-;j~:,~l,ii-l~~:~~~~~~~:i~~~~-:-l~ ::_;~:;~j,~~:~~:‘~~ 

The Owen claim is situated proximal to the Moyie fault which juxtaposes the 
younger Kitchener formation against the Middle Proterozoic Aldridge 
formation. A considerable portion of the Lower Aldridge formation is 
exposed which has generated extensive exploration activity. 
Discovery of the Fors showing, a small disseminated to semi-massive 
sedimentary exhalative base metal deposit two kilometres east of the Owen 
c~laim by Cominco Ltd. in 1966 resulted in geochemical soil and stream 
sediment surveys in proximity to and within the Owen claim (i.e. Helg and 
Peepee claims, 1966-78). 
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L.D. Morgan staked the area ( Fors group ) in 1987/88 and performed limited 
prospecting and soil geochemistry ( Banting, Kennedy, Morgan ). In 1989 
Placer Dome Inc. optioned the Fors group and conducted a mapping and 
sampling program. Subsequent owners and optionees which have drill tested 
the Fors showing and the area immediately to the east of the Owen claim are 
Chapleau Resources Ltd.lBarkhor Resources Ltd. ( 1992/94 ), and Citation 
Resources Ltd. in 1997. The Puma 2 claim lapsed in February of 1999 and 
was restaked for Eastfield Resources Ltd. as the Owen claim on March 15 of 
the same year. 

~~~~~II-~~~~~~,:~~-..~~I~~i~~~~~~~~:-’,~~~l:~i~~~~;,~r~~~-~~~~~;:~ ~:~:,:----;i;l~~~~~,~~-~-.-,i:~,~,i,,~,~,~,~~~, ~~: ,;, 

Reconnaissance mapping, and sampling for rock geochemistry (five samples) 
was performed on the southwestern and western portions of the Owen claim 
on October 21, November 05, and November 18, 1999. This work resulted in 
detailed mapping of Middle Aldridge stratigraphy, structural interpretation, 
and the recognition of indicators of hydrothermal activity. 
Regional mapping by the British Columbia Geological Survey ( BCGS, 
Brown, 1997) served as a preliminary information base. 
James Ryley performed the mapping and sampling and Owen Abrey served 
as field assistant. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

This area of southeastern British Columbia regionally constitutes a structural 
assemblage on the western edge of the Rocky Mountain trench known as the 
Purcell anticlmorium. Predominantly fine-grained c.lastic rocks of the 
Precambrian Purcell Supergroup comprise the core of this tectono- 
stratigraphic division of the Cordilleran orogen. 
The basal Middle Proterozoic members consist of the lower, middle, and 
upper Aldridge and Creston formations which are a thick succession of 
argillites, siltstones, sandstones, and quartzites. These are overlain by 
interbedded argillaceous and carbonate strata of the Kitchener-Siyeh 
formation. Relatively absent throughout much of the Purcell mountains but 
occuring on the south eastern edge are the overlying Purcell lavas. 
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The remainder of the Purcell Supergroup is comprised of strata similar to that 
of the Kitchener-Siyeh formation with the carbonate units commonly 
containing stromatolitic dolomites. The upper Middle Proterozoic is marked 
by the Moyie Intrusions, a series of metadiorite to metagabbro sills and lesser 
dykes which spatially intrude the Aldridge, Creston, and Kitchener 
formations. 
The Owen claim lies within the Purcell anticlinorium which is situated 
between the Rocky Mountain Foreland and Thrust belt to the east and the 
Kootenay Arc to the west. The area has a north-northeast structural grain 
characterized by moderate to steep west dipping normal and reverse faults. 
Transverse northwesterly faults are few, spatially expressed as southeast 
drainages ( Little Lamb creek). 

PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

The Owen claim is underlain by Precambrian Middle Proterozoic sedimentary 
strata that in general strikes east-northeast with moderate north-westerly 
dips. This elastic assemblage occurs f?om southeast to northwest as a thin 
exposure of predominantly fine grained Lower Aldridge strata transitionally in 
contact with fine to coarse grained turbidites of the Middle Aldridge 
formation which dominate the claim block. 
Discontinuity of strata is facilitated by the major northwest trending Little 
Lamb creek fault which has a displacement of approximately 300 metres, east 
side down. This fault dissects the northern corner of the claim block and 
minor faults synthetic to it persist to the southwest comer of the property. 

Lower Aldridge 
Owing to limited time and lack of exposure at the lower elevations this 
portion of the Aldridge formation was not mapped. Locally however, south of 
the Fors deposit this lowermost formation is distinguished by thin planar 
bedding and a rusty weathered appearance owing to disseminated phyrrhotite. 
Biotite porphyroblasts grow parallel and oblique to bedding, a characteristic 
observed ten kilometres to the west at the Lower/Middle contact. 
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Middle Aldridge 
This member occupies the vast majority of the claim block. The Middle 
Aldridge is an extensive section of medium to light gray, medium bedded 
siltstones with occasional thin interbeds of dark grey to black argillite and 
typically moderately thick bedded impure quartzites. This succession of 
metasediments are detailed as Bouma facies turbidite deposits. The lithology 
is qualified as wacke owing to the feldspathic nature throughout the 
stratigraphy. 
Field mapping was initiated in the southwest corner and continued upsection 
to the north where seasonal logging roads were traversed (see figure 3). 

Field Mapping 
Initiated at the southwest corner post, the depositional environment over 
approximately 105 metres true thickness is characterized by periods of low to 
moderate energy punctuated by rapid, high energy cycles which were 
relatively short lived. The latter are complete Bouma facies sets developed on 
either side of a 100 metre long north-northwest trending f&ult. Incomplete 
Bouma facies sets form the initial thirty metres of section. These are 
characterized by medium bedded, fme to medium grain, sub-rounded impure 
quartzitic wacke with 3-5% disseminated biotite containing minor interbeds 
of siltite and sub-planar argillaceous laminae. The laminae are often 
undulatory with low-angle cross stratification and disruptive textures. The 
tops variably contain coarse biotite which can be perpendicular to bedding. 
The sets are commonly based by planar .50-l .OO metre thick impure medium 
to coarse grain quartzofeldspathic beds. Overlying this for twenty metres of 
section is a repetitive series of 10-20 centimetre turbidite sets in which the 
coarsest tiaction is medium grain. This appears to mark the onset of a coarse 
detrital high energy event. The eastern flank of the aforementioned fault 
consists of a ten metre complete turbidite set. The uppermost five metres is 
predominantly a well sorted quartz are&e unit. A period of quiescence 
followed marked by seventeen metres of medium to dark gray, silty to very 
fine grain wacke with lesser interbeds of quartzitic wacke. Bedding is 
typically planar to wispy and variably lenticular. Biotite content increases to 
3-7%. This environment persisted with evidence towards hemipelagic 
sediment deposition and euxinic conditions. The strata is generally planar, 
rusty, very fme to fine grained with interbeds of argillaceous laminae. 
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This is the fust occurrence upsection of syngenetic phyrrhotite and varve style 
bedding. Quartzitic wacke is present uppermost implicating immature detrital 
input and the onset of limited, moderate energy turbidity flow. Epigenetic 
structures include localized ball and pillow textures and elastic dykes. 

Road Traverse 
This traverse was reconnaissance in nature and covered ground a portion of 
which was the strike extension of the field mapping. The focus was on 
structural information and indicators of alteration which are discussed under 
Structure and Mineralization and Alteration. The portion of the traverse 
which was upsection of the field mapping consisted of light to medium gray, 
medium bedded, fine to medium grain quartizitc wacke. Bedding thickness 
was increased with a coincident decrease in phyrrhotite content. This reflects 
a change in environment similar to that of the lower portion mapped as 
described under field mapping. Energy resumed, increasing the amount of 
immature detrital material and renewed oxygen levels. 

Property Scale 
West of the Little Lamb creek fault the Owen claim consists of north- 
northwest moderately inclined strata which forms the eastern limb of a 
synclme whose northeast trending axis lies less than one kilometre to the 
west. East of the Little Lamb creek fault the strata assumes a north-northeast 
dip forming the outer western limb of a similar trending synclinal axis 
positioned 1.5 kilometres east. 

Map Area 
Initial measurements coincide with those of the BCGS showing an easterly 
strike with accompanying moderate dips ( i.e. 276/24NE, 256/21NW ). 
Localized dramatic shifts in bedding associated with faulting oc.cur thirty 
metres north of the SE comer post. Rotation in the order of 100 degrees 
southward was noted on the margins of a fault which parallels the trend of the 
Little Lamb creek fault. This is accompanied by late stage minor scale en 
echelon fault sets oblique to bedding. 



Jointing is normal to bedding and inclined to the west ( 160/7SSW, 
150/67SW ). This fault terminates in short distance to the south where it 
merges with an east-southeast lineament. The lack of continuity of strata 
through this fault as marked by thick quartz arenite beds on the eastern 
margin suggests either: 
a) west side down dip slip movement with a minor listric and right lateral 
drag component. 
b) middle Proterozoic growth fault, east side depressed, thickening of strata 

in the form of arenaceous turbidite deposits. Fault margins lack schistosity, 
shearing, and muscovite development. 

Strike offset on the east side of the fault persists over 150 metres while the 
dips are roughly coincident. Stratigraphy 350 metres to the east and slightly 
north assumes the regional gram of an easterly strike with a moderate 
northern dip. 

Exclusive of syngenetic phyrrhotite there were no occurrences of sulphide 
mineralization. Small quartz veins crosscutting bedding in the southern 
portion of the fault were barren with sharpunaltered selvage contacts. 
Alteration horn hydrothermal activity in the form of narrow diffuse sericitic 
lined fractures, tremolite, weak albitization and garnet development exists at 
locales on the eastern portion of the road traverse (see figure 3 for locations). 
In view of the distance from known gabbroic sills, this alteration may 
represent a diffuse effect from a hydrothermally altered stratigraphic horizon. 
Tremolite is associated with calcsilicate and biotite alteration at the Fors 
deposit in the upper portion or cap of the deposit. Garnet and albitization is 
widespread and particularly enriched around the fragmental pipe and sericite 
(amorphous muscovite) occurs as a distal aureole from depth to surface. 
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Thirty element induced-coupled plasma technique~anaiyses showed weak to 
moderately weakly elevated values for lead and zinc. Samples 1 l-18-01 and 
1 l-l 8-02 fi-om the road traverse (garnet alteration) and the fault zone 
respectively, are weakly elevated in zinc with the latter moderately elevated 
in lead. There is a corresponding thallium increase and sodium reduction Corn 
samples within the fault zone. Additional samples independent of this area 
should be collected for statistical validation. 

oi~~~~~~~j~~~~..:::~,‘~~:;.,~~,:~~~~~~~~~,~,~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~_j_;ij~~j_( -;-:-i:i:-:i;,~~i.,ll,~~-i:,~~~ ~;;:$ ~~ 

The limited traverse area provided indicators of hydrothermal activity which 
does not appear to be a function of an intrusive/sediment contact. The degree 
of alteration infers a distal affect, either stratigraphically or along strike, or 
both. Mapping to the east and north with a focus towards increased alteration 
assemblages and intensities is required. In addition, soil geochemistry across 
northwest trending faults may reveal base metal element migration. The 
lower/middle contact to the southeast should be prospected for the presence 
of sedimentary fragmentals. 
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ITEMIZED COST STATEMENT 

Proper@ Visits Individual RateLDav Truck Use Amount 

October 2 l/99 J. Ryley $300.00 $75.00 $375.00 
November 05/99 ($4 day) $225.00 
November 18/99 $375.00 

November 05/99 0. Abrey $ 150.00 $ 75.00 
November 18/99 $ 150.00 

Report PreDaration 

J. Ryley 
report writing, technical compilation, drafting, 
May 16, 17,23; 3 days @ 3OO,OO/day $900.00 

Geochemistrv 

5 samples @ $20.2l/sample (imcl. shipping & taxes) $ 101.05 

Total % 2201.05 

Assessment credit being applied is $2000.00 
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Statement of @ialifications 

I, James Kendall Ryley, resident of British Columbia, Canada, and currently 
residing at 1504-12’h Avenue South, Cranbrook, British Columbia, Canada, 
do hereby certify that: 

1. I obtained a Bachelor of Arts, Professional Emphasis, in Geology l?om the 
University of Montana in 1989. 

2. I obtained an Associate Degree in Petroleum Geology from the Southern 
Alberta Institute of Technology in 198 I. 

3. I have practiced my profession as a geological technologist and geologist in 
the areas of petroleum, industrial, base and precious metal exploration for 
over a period of fourteen years. 

4. I personally performed the geological mapping and sampling on the Owen 
claim. Owen Abrey served as field assistant. 

5. I have authored a number of professional reports under the employ of 
junior and major mining companies in contract and salaried positions. 

6. I hold no interest in the Owen claim. 

7. I have a 15,000 share stock option with Eastfield Resources Ltd. and a 
15,000 share stock option with Wildrose Resources Ltd., an affiliate 
company of Eastfield Resources Ltd. /’ 

ames K. Ryley, BA Geol. 

Dated June 09,200O 
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GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS CERTIFICATE 
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